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SUMMARY

The effect of the Burstein—Moss shift of the absorption edge on the spec-
tral response of Pb/SnTe detectors is calculated. Calculated spectral responses
are compirad to published curves for a number of detectors (both homostructure
and heterostructure) and some inferences concerning the surface recombination
rates and diffusion lengths are drawn. The figure of merit MQ is evaluated
for a range of detectors with different cut—off wavelengths.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For detection in the important 8-l4um atmospheric window the alloy system

Pb/SnTe shows considerable promise’ and detectors with background limited perform-
2,3 . . .ance at 77 K have been made . Since it is difficult to produce low carrier con-

centrat ion material in the Pb~SnTe system, due to the relatively large deviations

from stoichiometry that it can accomeodate, virtually all devices are designed to

work in the photovoltaic mode (throughout this paper the term ‘doping level’ will

be taken to include deviations from stoichiometry). A p-n junction, Schottky

barrier or a Pb/SnTe-PbTe heterojunet ion is used to provide the necessary poten-

tial barrier. In order to achieve low reverse saturation currents (j0), and thus
high zero-bias impedance (implying high responsivity and detectivity), it is

desirable to fabricate junction detectors with relatively high doping levels on

each side of the junction. However, associated with the narrow energy gap of

these materials, essential to achieve the desired spectral response, are extremely

low values of effective mass. Consequently, the density of states is low and the

Burstein-Moss shift of optical energy gap due to band filling can be very large

indeed. Due to the location of the energy band extrema near the L point (ie, away

from the zone centre) in the Pb/SnTe alloys the valence band is virtually a

mirror image of the conduction band and large Burstein-Moss shifts are found in

p-type as well as in n-type samples. In a p-n junction detector it is thus pos-

sible to find different shifts in the p and n regions. As the tin content of

the alloy is increased to give smaller energy gaps, so the effective masses get

smaller and the Burstein-Moss shift, for a given carrier concentration, becomes

still larger. Thus, only to a limited extent can the shift of absorption edge,

and the consequent shift in the spectral response of Pb/SnTe detectors, be offset

by the choice of an alloy composition with a smaller energy gap. The present

work describes calculations of the magnitude of the Burstein-Moss shift and its

effect upon the spectral response of Pb/SnTe detectors for a range of alloy com-

positions spanning the 8-l4um region of the spectrum. A preliminary report of

this work has been presented earlier4 but the calculations have now been extended

~ include an evaluation of the M* figure of merit , appropriate for thermal

:giug applications and to cover the spectral response of heterojunction

detectors.

2 DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS

It was assumed that the junction, either a p-n junction in Pb/SnTe or an
066 n-type PbTe/p-type PbSnTe heterojunction , was formed by an abrupt interface

between two regions. An n on p structure is assumed throughout and all the 
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results apply to 77 K. No account was taken of possible gradations in carrier

concentration and the depletion region was assumed to be narrow compared to the

carrier diffusion lengths. In the case of the heterostructure any restriction

of the current flow due to possible ‘notches’ in the band structure were also

ignored, as were gradations in the alloy composition. However, the calculations

were extended to include the case of a surface layer consisting not of PbTe but

of a Pb/SaTe alloy of low tin content.

With these assumptions the short circuit photocurrent J
5~ 

and the reverse

saturation current j0 were calculated (equations (6-34) and (6-35) of Ref 1)

from the minority carrier diffusion relations. In calculating the detectivity it

was assumed that the detector was Johnson noise limited and the noise voltage was

calculated from j0 . Only the case of zero bias was considered .

In all the calculations the absorption coefficients used were modified from

those appropriate to carrier-free material by the calculated Burstein-Moss shift .

A simplification introduced in this calculation was the assumption that the

constant energy surfaces were spherical rather than ellipsoidal but , since the

density of states effective mass used was that calculated from the known values

for ellipsoidal surfaces, this is not likely to have affected the results

seriously. This simplification was necessitated by the absence of any theoreti-

cal results for the Burstein-Moss shift in material . in which both bands have

ellipsoidal energy surfaces.

A range of alloy compositions was considered , all with energy gaps in

the 8-l4ijm region of the spectrum and for each alloy composition the calculations

were performed for several different carrier concentrations (in the range

5 x 10 cm to 1 x 10 cm ) .  Due allowance was made for the var iation of

carrier transport parameters with carrier concentration. For each case the

surface layer and bulk photocurrents , giving the detectivity , were computed for

a range of surface layer thicknesses (t) so that the optimum thickness could be

found. This was done for various surface recombination rates although the values

of s 0 and a — io
6 cm ~~l 

were mostly used.

Sinc~ an idealised junction is assumed th~ values of detectivity obtained

are very high , about an order of magnitude greater than those obtained in

practice. However, this is of little consequence since the conclusions in this
paper rely on comparative rather than absolute values of detectivity. For this 066

reason no account baa been taken of the background limit to detector performance.

In addition to the tabulation of detec tivities as a funct ion of wavelength

the computation included an evaluation of the figure-of-merit M* for each set

Li - .  .. - . -. L ~
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of detector parameters. This quantity is defined by the relation5

x

R, T0
) — D *( A ) t (A )  (fl dA

c T
0

where D*(A) is the spectral detectivity of a detector with a long wavelength

cut-off A viewing a black body source of spectral radiant ernittance W at

temperature T
0 and distance R . The transmission of the atmosphere between

source and detector is r (A) . Throughout the present calculations T0 was

taken to be 295 K.

3 TUE EXPERIMENTAL DATA USED

Many of the parameters required for these calculations vary with alloy

composition and while a considerable volume of experimental data on Pb/Sale is

now available it is far from complete . Reliable absorption data for 77 K is

sparse, even for the parent lead salt compounds. In addition, since samples

with low carrier concentrations have only recently become available most published

absorption coefficient data shows evidence of the Burstein-Moss shift and only

rarely have measurements been extended to sufficiently high photon energies to

give points unaffected by such shifts. The procedure adopted in the present

work was to seek 77 K data which extended to sufficiently high energies for the

theoretical relation K — A(hv - E0
)¾ for direct transitions to be applicable.

The constant A was then derived from the high energy data and the theoretical

relation was used to generate the carrier-free absorption curves at lower photon

energies.

The only absorption data for the Pb/SnTe alloys which extends to suffi-

ciently high values is that of Tao and Wang6, obtained at 81 K for 20%

SnTe alloys (ie, x = 0.2 1)~ This gives A — 1.78 x l0~ cm 1 eV ½ and this

value was used for all alloy compositions except the low tin content alloy con-

sidered as the surface layer of a heterostructure device. For PbTe itself the

situation is less sat isfactor~, the only absorption data for high photon energies

is that of Scanlon7 but this was obtained at 300 K. In the absence of other data

and any indication of the way in which A varies with temperature in PbTe the

value of A (3.18 x ~~ cm 1 eV~~) derived from this data has been used in the

present work for the heterostructure calculations. It should be noted that the
066

conclusions are not critically dependent upon the value assigned to A .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Measurements of carrier mobilities at 77 K have been reported by a number
8-Ilof workers and , although these show some spread due to differences in material

quality, the variation of mobility with carrier concentration may be clearly

identified . Over the range of alloy compositions considered (the low Sn content

alloys excepted) the variation of mobility with SnTe content is smaller than the

spread of the available data and has been ignored . In selecting mobi l i ty  data ,

in order to obtain the carrier diffusion constants and diffusion lengths , prefer-

ence was given to the highest reported values for a given carrier concentration.

The carrier life-time at 77 K has only been measured by two groups of workers12 ’’3

both of whom used photoconductive techniques and reported values -1.5 x 10 8 ~
for carrier concentrations and alloy compositions in the range of interest here .

The dominant recombination mechanism has not been established . In the absence of

other information, therefore, the above value has been assumed throughout the

present calculations . It should be noted that the resulting carrier diffusion

lengths are quite long (up to 25 pm) and a moderate degradation in carrier life-

time is unlikely to have a serious effect on the predicted performance.

Measurements of the carrier effective masses over a range of alloy composi-

tions have been made by Butler12 (magne to-emission) and at 18% SaTe by Ellis and

Moss’3 (cyclo tron resonance). Assuming the conduction and valence bands to be

mirror images and taking the longitudinal to transverse mass ratio to be 10.5

at 4.2 K, the transverse effective masses as a function of alloy composition may

be obtained from Butler’s data. The agreement with the cyclotron resonance data

for 18% SnTe is excellent. These results were transformed to give 77 K values

using the ratio obtained for 18% material by Ellis and Moss14 whose value of

7.7 for the effective mass anisotropy was used at that temperature .

4 RESULTS

4.1 Burstein-Moss shift  of the absorpt ion edge

Fig 1 shows the calculated absorption constant in a Pb/SnTe alloy with an

energy gap of 0.08 eV (15.5 pm). The effect of introducing even a relatively

small concentration of free carriers, 5 x 1017 cm 3
, is most marked . For a

detector with an optimised surface layer thickness t (generall y 0.1-0.2 L~.

where L is the minority hole diffusion length) and for carrier diffusion
p -1

lengths of —20 pm the absorption constant should be at least 800 cm , g iving
— 2 in 24 pm. It will be seen from the curves of Fig 1 that for a carrier

concentration, N , of 5 x l0~~ cm
3 this condition is not met for wavelengths 066

18 -3 .longer than —10.5 jim , while if N 10 cm i t  is 8.4 pin before adequate

absorption occurs. Thus, bearing in mind that carrier concentrat ions of this
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magnitude are indeed employed in the fabrication of Pb/SnTe detectors, it is

evident that the likely effect on detector performance is large.

4.2 Effect of the Burstein-Moas shift on spectral response

If the surface recombination velocity is low (a 0) it is found that the

surface layer thickness for highest detectivity
4
, for given carrier concentra-

tions, is -0.1 L~ . Fig 2 shows how, for detectors optimised in this way, the

spectral response for x — 0.25 is changed as the carrier concentration levels

are increased (only junctions with equal doping levels are considered in this

section). It is evident that at levels up to 1 x 1017 cm 3 
the Burstein-Moss

shift has little effect upon the shape of the spectral response. However, aa

the doping is increased to 5 x ~o
’7 cia 3 the peak response shif ts  from 13 pm to

18 -37.5 pm. For 1 x 10 cm the effect is still more pronounced . Although higher

peak detectivity is obtained with the higher carrier concentrations the long

wavelength response of such detectors is severely curtailed (by a factor of 4

at 14 pm for N 1 x 1018 cm~
3) . The marked changes in spectral response that

occur as the doping level changes imply that if a given spectral response is

desired (eg in an array) tight control over the carrier concentrations must be

exercised.

Spectral responses calculated for the case of high surface recoinbination

velocities (Fig 3) are similar in shape to those for the case of negligible sur-

face recombination apart from the steeper fall-off of the response towards

shorter wavelengths . The principal effect of high surface recombination rates

is a reduction in detectivity by a factor of 2. This is a consequence of the

increase in j0 which occurs for high values of s

Many published spectral response curves, particularly those for earlier

detectors, are sharply peaked with a steep fa l l-of f  at short wavelengths.

Frequently this has been attributed simply to high surface recombination rates.

Thus it is of interest to attempt to fit calculated response curves to those

published . Fig 4 shows the results of such a procedure for the Plessey

detector2 94/13. Both the measured response and the calculated curve have been

normalised (the calculated value is higher than the experimental result by about

a factor of 10). It is evident that an extremely close fit is obtained with

carrier concentrations (It X 1017 cm 3), close to those used in practice . The

choice of carrier concentration is quite critical if a good fit to the shape
066 

of the response on the long wavelength side of the peak is to be obtained . This

is due to the influence of the Burstein-Moss shift . Further , a high value of

surface recombination velocity is indeed required . However , this , on its own,
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is not sufficient to give the extremely steep fall-off in performance at shorter

wavelengths. In order to produce this it is necessary to assume that the surface

layer thickness is of the order of a minority hole d i f fus ion  length (t /L  0.8
where L — 21.9 pm) . This of course , is far from optimum and dramatically

reduces the collection efficiency for photo-carriers produced in the surface

region by short wavelength radiation. The implication is that the junction in

this detector was far too deep. The alternative possibility, that of poor

diffusion length in a thinner surface layer does not yield such a steep fall-off.

An adequate thickness for absorption of short wavelength light (producing

photo-carriers subsequently b a t to the surface) must be provided. A further note-

worthy feature is that in order to make the peak wavelengths of the responses

coincide (at 10.4 pin) , it was necessary to assume that the alloy had an energy

gap corresponding to 12.5 pm; this provides a further illustration of the effect

of the Burstein-Moss shift. Somewhat similar considerations apply to the hetero-

junction responses considered in section 4.3.

4.3 Spectral response of heterostructure detectors

Recently heterostructures have been used for the detection of 8-l4pm

radiat ion3. One of the attractive features of a structure in which a surface

layer of PbTe is used is that the long wavelength absorption (ie , for wave-

lengths beyond the absorption edge of PbTe) occurs in the bulk Pb/SnTe material

on the side of the junct ion remote from the surface of the detector . As far as

carriers generated by long wavelength radiation are concerned , therefore, there
are no losses due to surface recoinbination . An additional advantage is the use

of a higher energy gap material on one side of the junction which leads to

lower values of j0 and hence to higher values of zero bias impedance.

The published spectral responses of heterostructure devices do indeed show

a long wavelength response which falls off relatively slowly towards shorter
3wavelengths . The average slope of the Santa Barbara detector response , for

example , is nearly ideal (ie , unity) in the reg ion 6-10 pm (Fi g 5) .  However ,

for wavelengths at which the incident radiat ion is strongly absorbed in the PbTe

surface layer the response of this detector is far lower, as shown by the sharp
drop in response for wavelengths below 6 pm.

As may be seen from the norinalised spectral responses shown in Fig 5 ,

most of the important features of the spectral response of this detector

(No. 19—3) measured at 82 K) may be accoun ted for by the simple abrupt junction 066
heterostructure model used in the present calculations . In particular the sharp

drop in response at wavelengths shorter than 6 pm is well reproduced prov ided

~
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that a high surface recoinbination rate a 107 cm ~~~ is used and the surface

layer thickness t — 0.3 L C le , 7 .4  urn) is rather greater than that  which gives

optimum performance when a 0 . It was necessary to assume that the su rlace
PbTe layer contained a small amount of SnTe (x—0.015) in order to give the drop

in performance at the observed wavelength. Since the growth was by li quid phase

epitaxy this is not unreasonable.

Relatively low carrier concentrations were assumed in the calculations
17 -3 16 -3( p  — 1 x 10 cm , n — 4 x 10 cm ) and consequently the Burstein-Moss

shifts are negligible, thus giving the observed sharp long wavelength cut-off
17 -3(p — 5 x 10 cm gives a peak strongly displaced to shorter wavelengths

af Fig 2). Two aspects of the observed response are not reproduced in the cal-

culated curves. These are the slightly lower (15%) performance observed in
the 6-lOpsi region and the rather higher detectivity observed at short wave-

lengths (3-4.5 pm). It must be concluded that the explanation of these features

would require further refinement of the model ; however, it is of interest to

note that both of these features change m arkedly3 when the detector is cooled to
60 K.

The calculated peak detectivity (ignoring background photon noise) for the

Santa Barbara detector is 8.3 x ion cm W 1 Hz~ and is an order of magnitude

greater than that observed. Much of the discrepancy is the result of the poorer

junction quality obtained in practice (RØ
A 2.64 (~ cm

2 
compared with the cal-

culated value of 64.6 ~ cm
i
; D*k 

varies approximately as V~Ø 
) .

Another heterostructure detector response which exhibits a sharp drop in

detect ivity at shorter wavelengths is that of the Plessey device HGF 4/1. As is

evident from Fig 6, this too is well fitted by a curve calculated with the assump-
7 — l .

tion of a high surface recombination rate (a 10 cm a ). Again, relatively

low carrier concentrations are needed in order to give the sharp long wavelength

cut-off. However, in order to provide a close fit to the short wavelength part

of the response it is necessary to assume that the lifetime in the surface layer

is shorter than the as8umed bulk value (by a factor of about 25, giving

— 0.6 as) so that the diffusion length is reduced to 4.96 pm. Further , a

surface layer thickness equal to this diffusion length is required , ie, t/L
11
= I .0 .

These parameters were derived from a large number of trial fittings . The high

066 value of t/L~ means that a high proportion of the photo-carriers produced in

the surface region diffuse to the surface rather than to the junction and thus do

not contribute to the photorurrent. The surface layer thickness governs the

extent to which short wavelength radiation (le , that below the cut-off wavelength
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of the surface layer material)  is absorbed in the surface layer or is trans-

mitted through the junction to the bulk Pb/SnTe. The choice of t thus strongly

affects the shape of the calculated short wavelength response.

It may be seen that only relatively minor features of the spectral response

(such as the subsidiary peak at 5.6 pin) are not accounted for by the calculated

curve. While these details may require a more sophisticated model it is important

to emphasise that the essential features of the response are obtained from a

relatively simple model. Moreover , in the case of the Plessey detector , as for

the Santa Barbara detector, the simple model demonstrates that attention must be

paid 1~oth to the reduction of surface recombination rates and to the correct

choice of surface layer thickness if good short wavelength responses are to be

obtained.

Precise f i t t ing of the short wavelength tail required the assumption that

the surface layer was a low tin content Pb/SnTe alloy Cx — 0.066). This is

consistent with the method of production of the device . The calculated peak

D* is 7.8 x b0~
1 and again this shows the scope for improvement, through better

junction quality, in heterostructure devices.

4.4 M* calculations

For devices which are to be used to detect radiation which has been propa-

gated through a long atmospheric path, thermal imaging devices for example, the

optimum design of detector is influenced by the transmission characteristics of

the atmospheric path. In order to assess this effect the detectivity values

calculated for Pb/SnTe detectors were used to calculate the figure of merit M*

(defined in section 2) for various atmospheric path lengths , 0 2, 5 and 10 kmn*.

In all cases the humidity was taken to be 1.0 pre cm/km.

As noted earlier the values of detectivity obtained from these calculations

are far higher than those obtained in practice since the junctions have been

assumed to be ideal; also the background limit has been ignored . Thus the

absolute values of M* obtained are also high and represent what could be

achieved with ideal Pb/SnTe junctions using a very narrow field of view . How-

ever, the relative values of M* ar e direct ly app licable to present experience

and lead to some conclusions of interest.

Pig 7 shows how 14* varies as a function of the cut-off wavelength

(ic energy gap), for a homojunction detector with equal p and n carrier con-

centrations of 5 x 10 ~ cm
3 and for negligible surface recomnbination.

* The atmospheric transmission daa as a tunction of wavelength was kindly 
066

supplied by Mr S. Owen of RSRE U4alvern). 
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Since the detectivity calculations were carried out for 10 values of surface

layer thickness for each set of detector parameters , M* was computed for each of

these cases . Thus for any given set of values of n ,p,x and a ten values of M*

were obtained. In order to plot Fig 7 the largest of these 14* values was

selected in each case and this means that t/L does not have the same value for

all the points on a given curve. This variation , examples of which are shown in

Fig 8 for two different cut-off wavelengths , was particularly noticeable for the

data for long ranges and for high surface recombination rates . It reflects the

change in shape and magnitude of the D* V A curves at t/L~ is varied . For the

5km range the change in 14* as t/L~ varies from 0.1 to 1.0 is —30%.

For zero range the curve shown in Fig 7 rises monotonically towards the

shorter cut-off wavelengths. At first sight this is somewhat surprising since

the black-body source has its emission peak close to 10 pm. The steady increase

in Me is the result of the higher values of detectivity that are obtained for

detectors with relatively short cut-off wavelengths. This in turn reflects the

higher zero bias impedances which are pos sible with the higher energy gap

material.

Only when the atmospheric transmission is included do the Me curves

exhibit peaks. For all the ranges considered these peaks occur in the vicinity

of 9.5 pm. Thus although the atmosphere is relatively transparent over the

8-14um band the optimum alloy composition for Pb/SnTe photovoltaic detectors

gives a cut -off wavelength at the short wavelength end of the band . This is

also a consequence of the better junction quality obtainable with higher energy
gap materials. For the conditions considered this is as true for 10km ranges

as it is for 2 km . Very similar curves are obtained for s = 106 cm s~~ but the

values of 14* are lower by a factor of about 2 (Fig 9).

For higher carrier concentrations (n — p io18 cm~
3) the zero range Me

values are far higher than those for n — p = 5 ~ b0 l
~ cm

3, indicating that the

effects of the Burstein-Moss shifts of the absorption edge and detectivity peaks

are more than offset by the higher values of D* . For finite atmospheric path

lengths the curves obtained for s — 0 and n p 10
18 

cia
3 
differ quite

significantly from those for the lower carrier concentrations (Fig 10). The

variation of 14* over the 8.5-l4.5pm range is smaller and the short wavelength

peak is less marked . This is a result of the broader spectral responses brought

)66 about by the Burstein-Moss shift (of  Fig 2 ) .  Further the peak values of 14*

obtained are very little greater than those for the lower carrier concentrations .

Thus the use of carrier concentrations greater than 5 x ~~~ cia 3 confers l i t t l e

_ _  ~~~~ - .-~~- . -- -- -
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advantage for detectors used in systems which entail significant atmospheric
transmission. For s — 106 cm a the curves for higher carrier concentration

devices (Fig 11) show peaks and are quite similar to those for 5 ~ 10
17 cm 3

;

again the values of Me are very little higher than for the 5 x iol7 cm~
3 case.

It is evident from Fig 6 that in certain circumstances a reJatively small

change in alloy composition could in principle lead to large changes in the per-

formance of the detector at long ranges. A shift of 1 pm in peak response could

change Me by up to 30%. Fortunately, the composition of Pb/SnTe alloys is

generally easily controlled (peak response to better than 0.1 pm) so that this

effect should not be troublesome in practice.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The spectral response of Pb/SaTe detectors may be markedly affected by the

Burstein-Moss shift of the absorption edge in the material. For single element

detectors designed for such applications as spectroscopic studies this effect is

significant, especially at wavelengths close to the long wavelength cut-off of

the response. It is also found that for detectors designed for systems involving

long a tmospheric transmission paths the changes in response due to the Burstein-
17 -3

Moss effect make it pointless to use carri.er concentrations above 5 x 10 cm

All the published spectral responses to which computed curves were fitted

showed responses which dropped rapidly with decreasing wavelength. As expected

this could be interpreted as evidence of fast surface recombination . However,

in order to provide a close fit to some published responses it was necessary to

assume that the surface layer thickness as a fraction of the minority carrier

diffusion length was far from optimum. In the case of a homojunction detector

it was inferred that the d i f f usion length was satisfactory but that junction was

far too deep while for a heterojunction detector it was found that the diffusion

length was seriously reduced from the value appropriate to the carrier concentra-

tion concerned , most probably due to poor carrier lifetime . For applications for

which a good short wavelength response is required attention must therefore be

paid to surface quality and to the carrier lifetime in the surface layer.

Within the validity of the assumptions made it was found that detectors

used in atmospheric transmission systems should have a peak response at the short

wavelength end of the 8-l4pm band . For the practical case of devices with high

surface recombination velocities the optimum detector has a peak response at

9.5 pm for all the ranges considered .

066
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Good fits to published response curves were obtained with a relatively

simple abrupt junction model, using practical values of material parameters.

However, the available data for the Pb/SaTe alloy system is far from complete

and considerable scope remains for studies of the material’s electronic proper-

ties. The calculations show that if junction quality can be improved the detec t-

ivity could rise by at least an order of magnitude before becoming limited by

material parameters.
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